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A B S T R A C T   

The mass transfer enhancement in open system thermochemical energy storage is achieved in this work through 
the optimal design of flow channel geometries. Such flow channel geometries aim to maximize how gas reactants 
are distributed to the reactive sites and are derived from the topology optimization algorithm. Two reactor 
configurations are analyzed, namely sieve reactors and cylindrical reactors, and the performance of the gener-
ated designs are compared with literature benchmarks. Tentacular flow channel geometries emerged, with the 
flow channels elongating in the reactive bed without directly connecting the inlet and outlet interfaces. In the 
instance of a fixed time, a +757.8 % increase in the amount of discharged energy is obtained compared to 
literature solutions. Besides, the optimal geometrical features differ depending on the targeted performance 
metric. In particular, thinner channels are found to be favourable to increasing the amount of discharged exergy 
compared to discharged energy. Overall, the emerging design trends define new enhancement pathways for the 
performance improvement of open system thermochemical energy storage reactors and significantly contribute 
to the technology advancement.   

1. Introduction 

Thermochemical energy storage (TCS) presents the advantages of 
larger energy density and nearly null heat losses, and it is thus consid-
ered particularly attractive for long-term thermal energy storage [1]. 
Several promising results about the use of TCS reactors in existing en-
ergy systems have been published in the literature [2]. However, such 
results exhibit measured performance to significantly differ from the 
theoretical maximum values. For most of the tested TCS prototypes, a 
≈50 % reduction between the reactor energy density and storage ma-
terial energy density was reported [3,4]. Such a performance gap is often 
attributed by researchers to the ineffective heat and mass transfer in the 
reactive beds [5]. In particular, given the complex multiphysics phe-
nomena occurring in TCS reactive beds, the configuration of efficient 
reactor geometries is a challenging task. 

This work deals with TCS reactors operated in the open system mode 
and employing gas/solid reactions. For this type of system operation, air 
at ambient pressure is typically adopted to transport water vapour 
through a porous thermochemical material (TCM) [6]. An overview of 
the main geometrical configurations adopted in the literature is reported 
in Fig. 1. Each reported configuration can be considered modular, thus a 

single module is depicted to represent the reactor concept. Due to their 
ease of manufacturability, cylindrical reactors are the most investigated 
configurations, especially for laboratory-scale testing [7–9]. However, 
for scaled-up designs entailing longer units, the required large pressure 
drops make such configurations unattractive [10]. 

Nonetheless, the mass transfer limitation can be attenuated by air 
diffusers [11]. In particular, Michel et al. [12] measured the use of a gas 
diffuser to lead to an effective permeability increase of up to +70 % 
compared to a reactive bed without diffusers. Benefits were also re-
ported in terms of specific power, +12.5 %. With the same finality to 
mitigate the mass transfer resistance effects, radial reactors have been 
proposed and investigated by Krönauera et al. [13] for a 14 tons storage 
adopting zeolite. Promising results were reported, although the flow 
misdistribution through the reactive bed precluded the desired power 
output, indicating the need for a more in-deep analysis of the effective 
configuration of radial TCS reactors. The testing of large-scale reactors 
was also successful in the instance of rectangular configurations [14]. 
For example, Michel et al. [3] tested a 105 kWh storage unit employing 
SrBr2⋅6H2O in the context of long-term storage for domestic applica-
tions. The rectangular configuration was adopted to ensure a simple and 
cheap storage unit, with the mass transfer limitations mitigated by 
selecting a small reactive bed height. In recent years, Li et al. [15] 
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proposed and numerically investigated the use of sieve reactors. Besides 
enhancing the overall mass transfer, this reactor configuration also en-
sures separate beds, effectively mitigating deliquescence phenomena. 

Furthermore, numerical studies were conducted aimed at improving 
the reactor performance through the variation of geometrical variables. 
Malley-Ernewein et al. [16] studied a rectangular reactor using con-
structal theory [17]. The results exhibited an increase in the number of 
salt layers to benefit the overall system performance. Besides, a height 
over width ratio of 1.6 was identified as optimal. With similar finalities, 
Hawwash et al. [18] compared the performance of cylindrical reactors 
and truncated cones with variable aspect ratios, defined as the ratio 
between outlet and inlet areas. A fixed amount of storage material was 
considered for all the investigated designs. Shorter charging times were 
encountered for small aspect ratios at the expense of an increased 
pressure drop. In the instance of a sieve reactor employing hexahydrate 
magnesium chloride, Chen et al. [19] analyzed the effect of the main 
geometrical parameters on the reactor performance. A final configura-
tion adopting six sieve plates and a ratio between plate length and 
thickness of 30 was selected. 

Despite the benefits led by the numerical studies reported above, the 
adopted design approaches were based on the heuristic selection of 
geometrical parameters, which ultimately constrained the final design 
to the ones depicted in Fig. 1. In this work, the limitation posed by 

selecting a constrained design space is broken by the use of the topology 
optimization algorithm. Topology optimization (TO) is indeed a form- 
finding methodology that does not require any initial guess for the 
layout, ultimately ensuring matchless freedom in generating optimal 
designs [20]. 

However, the high complexity of the TO algorithm often prevents its 
direct application in real engineering problems [21,22]. To overcome 
this barrier, a multi-step optimization approach is adopted, similar to 
what was initially proposed by Yaji et al. [23]. The approach aims at 
indirectly solving complex topology optimization problems. The orig-
inal problem is indeed addressed by defining the topological design 
optimization of a pseudo problem and a consecutive performance 
assessment. The pseudo problem optimization is based on a simplified 
numerical model and aims at defining a series of TO-based flow channel 
geometries that effectively distribute gas reactants to reactive sites. 
Thus, a full numerical model is used to assess the generated design 
candidates and to quantify the performance enhancement obtained 
compared to literature designs. In such a way, a tailored and highly 
replicable design strategy is proposed to generate high-performing TCS 
reactors. Overall, the adopted design approach alleviates the topology 
optimization problem from the complexity of the full physical problem 
description but still allows for generating design guidelines for real- 
world devices. 

Nomenclature 

Acronyms 
FC Flow channels 
HE Heat Exchanger 
TCM Thermochemical material 
TCS Thermochemical storage 
TES Thermal energy storage 
TO Topology optimization 

Symbols 
ṁLF Mass sink constant, [mol/m3/s] 
ΔH Enthalpy of reaction, [J/mol] 
ΔT Temperature lift, [K] 
c Vapour molar concentration, [mol/m3] 
cp Specific heat, [J/kg/K] 
D Diffusion coefficient, [m2/s] 
E Reactor energy density, [kWh/m3] 
K Permeability, [1/m2] 
kcin Reaction kinetics, [1/s] 
kcin Kinetic constant, [1/s] 
L Characteristic length, [m] 

ns TCM molar density, [mol/m3] 
p Air pressure, [Pa] 
P Reactor power output per unit length, [W/m] 
pv Vapour pressure, [Pa] 
pv, eq Equilibrium pressure, [Pa] 
q Convexity factor, [–] 
s Design variable, [–] 
t Time, [s] 
T Temperature, [K] 
u Velocity field, [m/s] 
α Reaction advancement, [–] 
αb Brinkman term, [–] 
γ Stoichiometric coefficient, [–] 
Γ Boundary, [m] 
λ Thermal conductivity, [W/m/K] 
μ Dynamic viscosity, [Pa⋅s] 
ρ Density, [kg/m3] 
Ω Domain, [m2] 

Subscripts 
eff Volumetric effective  

Fig. 1. Simplified schematics for the open system TCS reactor configurations adopted in the literature: (a) cylindrical reactor, (b) cylindrical rector employing a 
diffuser, (c) radial reactor, (d) rectangular reactor, (e) sieve reactor. 
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1.1. Novelty and contributions 

This work deals with the need for mass transfer enhancement in open 
system TCS reactors. Mass transfer is enhanced through the generation 
of flow channel geometries which effectively distribute gas reactants to 
the reactive sites. Uniquely to this work, topology optimization is 
adopted for the non-heuristic design of such flow channel geometries. 
That is, unlike previous studies on the effective design of open system 
TCS reactors, the optimal geometries are obtained in this work with 
matchless design freedom. The performance of the optimized designs is 
quantified against literature benchmarks to assess the benefits led by the 
proposed optimization approach fairly. Furthermore, a comprehensive 
analysis of the emerging design trends is carried out to identify which 
geometrical features lead to TCS reactors with superior performance. 
Overall, the results presented in this work define new enhancement 
pathways for the performance maximization of open system TCS re-
actors and ultimately contribute to technology advancement. 

2. TCS reactor configurations 

TCS reactors operated in the open system mode are investigated. An 
open system reactor exchanges mass and energy with the environment 
and consists of a single vessel containing the solid TCM crossed by moist 
air at atmospheric pressure, as shown in Fig. 2. During the charging 
process, the airflow is heated up from a heat source and circulated in the 
reactive bed in such a way that TCM dehydration occurs. On the other 
hand, cold and humid air from the ambient flows through the reactor 
during discharge and is heated up by the exothermic process. The hot 
airflow exiting the reactor is thus circulated to and heat exchanger to 
deliver energy to the user. 

This work focuses on the design optimization of open reactor, with 
the influence of the auxiliary components approximated through the 
choice of suitable boundary conditions. Two reactor configurations are 
analyzed. Specifically, a sieve reactor, Fig. 3 (a), and a cylindrical 
reactor, Fig. 3 (b). Both configurations are depicted employing heuristic 
flow channel geometries from the literature. Both configurations consist 
of modular storage units where a series of identical TCS reactors can be 
placed in parallel [19]. The reactors operate at ambient pressure, and 
the sorbate, H2O, is transported by an airflow. The airflow is circulated 
by means of a fan into the storage units and crosses the porous TCM [24]. 
In such a way, the airflow concurrently constitutes the reactants carrier 
and the heat transfer fluid. Identical operating conditions can be 
assumed for each TCS reactor module in the storage unit, and thus the 
study of a single module can be performed in order to enhance the whole 
system's performance [24,25]. 

Concerning sieve reactors, Fig. 2 (a), the reactor configuration pro-
posed by Chen et al. [18] was considered as benchmark design. The 

design presented a 60 cm length and 30 cm width. A serpentine flow 
channel geometry was employed to distribute moist air in six rectan-
gular domains. Assuming a 1 m height, these domains were thus filled 
with 35.6 l of MgCl2⋅6H2O and numerically tested to serve low- 
temperature applications. As a benchmark design for the cylindrical 
configuration, the design proposed by Aydin et al. [11] was selected. A 

Fig. 2. Schematic of a TCS system operated in the open mode, partially adapted from Scapino et al. [2]. During dehydration/desorption, valve 1 directs the airflow to 
HE1 to be heated up by a high-temperature heat source, e.g. solar collector. During hydration/sorption, HE1 is bypassed, while HE2 is used to transfer heat to the 
user. A recuperator unit is often adopted to increase the system coefficient of performance. 

Fig. 3. Schematic of the TCS reactor configurations under investigation: (a) 
sieve reactor adapted from Chen et al. [19], (b) cylindrical reactor adapted from 
Aydin et al. [11]. 
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straight inner diffuser with a 0.05 m diameter was used to distribute the 
airflow in the surrounding TCM region. The unit presented a storage 
volume of 29.4 l and was tested for typical conditions for domestic 
heating applications and multiple composite TCMs, leading to measured 
heat storage capacities in the range of 31.8 to 100.5 kWh/m3. 

The investigation carried out in this work was conducted in the 
context of domestic heating applications. The system's thermodynamic 
constraints were derived assuming the TCS charging process to be 
operated by a solar collector unit at 80 ◦C [12] and the discharging 
process to be operated at the conditions of 25 ◦C with a partial vapour 
pressure of 998 Pa. These discharging conditions were selected in the 
range of moist air conditions encountered by a seasonal storage process 
[26] and in agreement with the conditions adopted in the experimental 
setup investigated by Michel et al. [3]. For the resulting thermody-
namics constraints, the most suitable TCM was selected according to the 
results reported by N'Tsoukpoe et al. [27]. In this study, a set of 125 salt 
hydrates candidates were screened and SrBr2⋅6H2O was identified as the 
most promising candidate due to its large energy density, non-toxicity 
and suitable hydration and dehydration curves. A possible concern for 
this material selection relates to the high specific material cost of 
strontium bromide [28]. Nonetheless, the production process of this salt 
on a large scale is not yet optimized, and costs are predicted to decrease 
with the increase in its application, as investigated by Gilles et al. [29]. 
Furthermore, several successful experimental studies adopting 
SrBr2⋅6H2O as storage material have been reported in the literature [30]. 
Hence, the considered storage system relies on the heat generated and 
retrieved by the following reaction: 

SrBr2⋅1H2O+ 5 H2O ↔ SrBr2⋅6H2O+ΔH (2.1)  

where SrBr2⋅1H2O and SrBr2⋅6H2O are, respectively, the monohydrated 
and hexahydrated states, while the reactive gas is water. The term ΔH =

3.37 • 105 J/molTCM represents the reaction enthalpy. The equilibrium 
conditions for this solid/gas reaction follow the Clausius-Clapeyron 
relation, which is obtained assuming that the free Gibbs energy of the 
transformation is null at the thermodynamic equilibrium [24]. 

The hydrated and dehydrated salt thermo-physical properties are 
reported in Table 1. The analysis solely focused on the TCM hydration as 
this controls the discharging process and ultimately governs the amount 
of heat retrieved from the TCS system [26]. According to the properties 
reported in Table 1, the energy storage density of the system, accounting 
for the void volumes in the porous TCM, is 389.6 kWh/m3. Assuming a 
fully charged unit, such a value constitutes thus the maximum amount of 
energy that can be retrieved by the reactor per unit of volume. 

3. Optimization approach and numerical methods 

3.1. Optimization approach 

The optimization approach adopted for the performance enhance-
ment of open system TCS reactors is reported in Fig. 4. First, a repre-
sentative unit is identified for each one of the investigated reactor 
configurations, as detailed in Section 3.2. Thus, the design problem for 
the efficient configuration of flow channel geometries is divided into 
two subproblems: topological design optimization and performance 
assessment. The topological design optimization makes use of a highly 
solvable numerical model, referred to as pseudo model, which decreases 
the nonlinearities of the original problem and can be thus easily coupled 
to the topology optimization algorithm. Besides, artificial design pa-
rameters, namely the seeding parameters, are incorporated into the 
pseudo problem optimization in such a way that various topology- 
optimized candidates are generated. The selection of proper seeding 
parameters is crucial to generating various design patterns. In this work, 
the seeding parameters were selected to represent physical parameters 
of the targeted problem in order to guarantee meaningful results inter-
pretation and to guide the selection of the seeding parameter values. The 
multiple topology-optimized candidates are thus reconstructed to 
generate CAD designs whose performance is then evaluated using a 
validated numerical model, referred to as full model. Finally, the ben-
efits led by the proposed optimization framework are quantified by 
comparison with the selected literature benchmarks [19]. 

3.2. Mathematical models 

3.2.1. Pseudo model 
The aim of the flow channel design is to effectively distribute re-

actants in the porous region in such a way that TCM hydration can occur. 
To such an extent, the pseudo model is constructed to describe an 
isothermal reactor in steady-state conditions [31]. Besides, the govern-
ing equations are expressed to allow for a density-based description of 
the distributed materials, as typically done in fluid-based problems 
[32,33]. The density-based description adopts a continuous scalar in-
dicator function, s, for the switching between material phases [34]. Such 
a scalar indicator becomes the control variable of the optimization 
problem. Nevertheless, artificial differentiable laws need to be formu-
lated to express the density-property relations, as detailed in Section 3.3. 

In the instance of the sieve reactor configuration, three-dimensional 
effects can be neglected, and heat and mass transfer was assumed to 
occur in the horizontal plane [19]. Following this assumption, a 2D 
planar ground domain was adopted for the analysis of the performance 
maximization of the TCS reactor in Section 3, as depicted in Fig. 5. 
Similarly, an axisymmetric assumption was made for the cylindrical 
reactor [35], which ultimately alleviates the analysis from the need for 
3D simulations. 

In the framework of the pseudo model, a convective diffusive 
equation was adopted to predict the reactants concentration distribu-
tion, while the Darcy law was used to describe the momentum conser-
vation: 

∇ • u = 0 (3.1)  

u = −
1

αb(s)
∇ • p (3.2)  

u∇c = D∇2c − ṁ(s)

(
pv − peq (T0)

pv,in

)

(3.3)  

where u is the velocity field, c is the vapour molar concentration, p is the 
airflow pressure, pv is the relative vapour pressure, and peq is the equi-
librium pressure for the TCM hydration. The terms αb(s) and ṁLF(s) are 
the design-dependent inverse permeability and mass sink terms, 

Table 1 
Thermophysical properties for the selected TCM: the subscript 0 refers to the 
dehydrated material, SrBr2⋅1H2O, while the subscript 1 refers to the hydrated 
material, SrBr2⋅6H2O [24].  

Property Value Unit 

ΔH 3.37 • 105 J/molTCM 

Δs 875 J/molTCM/K 
γ 5 – 
λTCM 1 W/m/K 
εTCM,0 0.68 – 
εTCM,1 0.38 – 
KTCM,0 1.0 • 10− 10 m2 

KTCM,1 5.0 • 10− 12 m2 

MTCM,0 266 g/molTCM 

MTCM,1 356 g/molTCM 

cp,TCM,0 456 J/kg/K 
cp,TCM,1 968 J/kg/K 
ρTCM,0 3481 kg/m3 

ρTCM,1 2390 kg/m3  
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respectively. The material interpolation strategies were formulated in 
such a way to recover the material properties in the TCM domain, ΩTCM, 
and in the flow channel domain, ΩFC, in the following way: 

s =
{

0 in ΩTCM
1 in ΩFC

(3.4) 

The ground domain, Ωd = ΩTCM
⋃

ΩFC, adopted for the generation of 
TO-based candidates is depicted in Fig. 5. The same key geometrical 
dimensions were adopted for both the reactor configurations under 

investigation. The distinction between the two cases was made by the 
use of Cartesian coordinates in the instance of sieve reactor configura-
tion [25] and cylindrical coordinates in the instance of cylindrical 
reactor configuration [35]. 

The parameter L was fixed as 5 cm to obtain reactor volumes in 
agreement with large scale prototypes tested in the literature [3,36]. 
Ambient pressure was prescribed at the outlet interface, Γout , while a 
1000 Pa pressure difference was imposed between the inlet and outlet 
interfaces. A limited pressure difference is indeed desired to limit the 

Fig. 4. Optimization approach adopted for the mass transfer intensification in open system TCS reactors.  

Fig. 5. Ground domains for the optimization problems: (a) sieve reactor configuration; (b) cylindrical reactor configuration.  
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energy required for the auxiliary components, and the imposed pressure 
difference value was selected in agreement with the suitable range 
identified in [24]. The inlet partial vapour pressure, pv, in, was imposed 
at the inlet interface Γin. Null flux was instead prescribed at the wall and 
symmetry interfaces, Γw and Γs respectively. A quadrilateral mesh was 
adopted, with an element size, hel, equal to L/5. 

In agreement with the selected dimensions, a reactor volume of 250 l 
was considered for the sieve reactor configurations (1.0 m height), while 
a reactor volume of 98.4 l was considered for the cylindrical configu-
rations. The benchmark designs were scaled-up to match these reactor 
volumes and, thus, ensure fair comparability. 

3.2.2. Full model 
A full numerical model was implemented to accurately describe the 

heat and mass transfer mechanisms in the reactive bed and generated 
flow channel designs. The mass conservation for the vapour content in 
the porous TCM domain was described as follows: 

ε ∂c
∂t

+ u∇c+D∇2c = − γnsα̇ (3.5)  

where ε represents the bed porosity, γ is the stoichiometric coefficient, ns 
is the TCM molar density and α̇ represents the rate of the reaction 
advancement. Eq. (3.5) was also adopted to describe the mass conser-
vation in the flow channels domain, although here a null mass sink term, 
− γnsα̇ = 0, was imposed, and an unitary porosity was considered [25]. 
The Darcy law described the momentum conservation in the porous 
domain [12,24]: 

u = −
K
μ∇p (3.6)  

where K indicates the permeability, μ the dynamic viscosity and p the 
airflow pressure. An artificial Kair = 1.0 • 10− 8 m2 was adopted in the FC 
domain to represent the nearly negligible mass transfer resistance 
compared to the porous TCM [24]. The energy conservation was written 
within the porous TCM domain as follows: 

(
ρcp
)

eff
∂T
∂t

+ ρcpu • ∇T +∇ •
(
λeff∇T

)
= nsα̇ΔH (3.7)  

where ρ is the density, cp the specific heat, T the temperature, λ is the 
thermal conductivity, and ΔH is the enthalpy of reaction. The subscript 
eff refers instead to the effective values, which were calculated ac-
cording to: 
(
ρcp
)

eff = (1 − ε)ρTCMcp,TCM + ερaircp,air (3.8)  

λeff = (1 − ε)λTCM + ελair (3.9) 

The energy equation was instead written in the flow channels as: 

(
ρcp
)

air
∂T
∂t

+
(
ρcp
)

air u • ∇T +∇ • (λair∇T) = 0 (3.10) 

Finally, a 1st order reaction kinetics was adopted [37]: 

α̇ = kcin (1 − α)
(

1 −
peq(T)

pv

)

(3.11)  

where kcin = 8 • 10− 6 s− 1 is the reaction kinetics constant and peq(T) is 
the equilibrium pressure, assumed to follow the Clausius-Clapeyron 
relationship [3]: 

ln
(
peq
/

p0
)
= −

ΔH
γRTeq

+
Δs
γR

(3.12) 

The partial vapour pressure was directly calculated from the molar 
concentration, assuming vapour as an ideal gas, pv = cRgasT [12]. 

The material properties were interpolated between dehydrated and 
hydrated salt as a linear function of the reaction advancement [24], 

except for the material permeability, KTCM, for which a 1/α behaviour 
was assumed [12]. 

A constant temperature, Tin = 25 ◦C, and constant partial vapour 
pressure, pv,in = 998 Pa, were imposed at the inlet interface [3]. Besides, 
a reference pressure drop of 1000 Pa was adopted between the inlet and 
outlet interfaces, with the outlet interface considered at ambient pres-
sure. In all the other boundaries, no flux conditions were imposed. The 
reactive bed is considered in thermal equilibrium with the inlet airflow 
at the initial time. That is, the initial temperature, T0, was set equal to 
the inlet airflow temperature. The initial partial vapour pressure, pv,0, 
was thus derived from Eq. (3.12) for the imposed initial temperature 
value. 

The time-dependent study was solved in Comsol multiphysics envi-
ronment [38] by adopting a backward differentiation formula with a 
time-adaptation scheme. Besides, an initial time step of 0.5 min and a 
maximum time step of 15 min were imposed. The inlet vapour pressure 
was ramped up from the initial equilibrium pressure to the selected inlet 
vapour pressure in a 30 min time range to smoothen the disequilibrium 
conditions during the initial stages of the hydration process [39]. Un-
structured triangular meshes were adopted for the evaluation of each of 
the reconstructed designs. The minimum element size was set at 1.0 •
10− 4, while the maximum element size was selected as 8.0 • 10− 3 

through a mesh convergence study, as depicted in Fig. 6. Besides, an 
example of unstructured mesh adopted for the performance assessment 
of one of the generated TO-based design candidates is shown in Fig. 7. 

The full model described above was validated against the experi-
mental data presented by Michel et al. [3]. Here, a rectangular reactor 
configuration with a 7.5 cm thickness was tested under realistic mid- 
season operating conditions. Fig. 8 shows the reaction advancement 
histories for the numerical and experimental data for three hydration 
cycles. A maximum mismatch below 3 % was achieved, demonstrating 
good reliability for the numerical predictions. 

3.3. Topology optimization 

The topology optimization algorithm was coupled with the pseudo 
model to generate multiple design candidates. The optimization prob-
lem considered in the analysis is the maximization of the reaction rate. 
We, therefore, introduce the following objective function: 
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

max
∫

Ωd

ṁ(s)

(
pv − peq(T0)

pv,in

)

0 ≤ s ≤ 1

(3.13) 

No volume constraints are necessary for the generation of optimal 
designs. In fact, while the generation of designs filled with TCM would 
lead to poor mass transfer performance, the use of purely FC in the 
design domain would entail a null reaction rate. The packing factor 
value, PF, is defined for each of the generated designs as follows: 

PF =

∫

ΩFC
1 dxdy

∫

Ωd
1 dxdy

=
VFC

Vreactor
(3.14) 

The packing factor value thus represents the amount of volume 
devoted to the flow channels over the reactor volume. 

The adopted density-based approach requires the definition of ficti-
tious design-dependent material properties. The body force and reaction 
rate term were thus defined as a function of the design variable, s, as 
follows: 

αb(s) = αb,TCM +
(
αb,FC − αb,TCM

) s(1 + q)
s + q

(3.15)  

ṁ(s) = ṁLF (1 − s) (3.16) 

With q = 0.1 representing the convexity of the interpolation scheme 
[22]. The body force terms for each of the distributed materials are 
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defined as: 

αb,TCM =
KLF

μ (3.17)  

αb,FC =
Kair

μ (3.18) 

Seeding parameters were incorporated in the pseudo model for the 
generation of multiple layouts. Such seeding parameters were selected 
in this work to represent physical properties of the targeted design case. 
Specifically, the terms KLF and ṁLF were adopted as seeding parameters. 
The former directly refers to the TCM permeability. Given the TCM 
permeability value variation with the salt hydration level, two different 
KLF values were considered. Specifically, the dehydrated and hydrated 
salt permeability. Concerning the ṁLF parameter, this was thought of as 
the product of: 

ṁLF =
kcinγ ns

ε (1 − α) (3.19) 

In agreement with the mass sink term expressed in Eq. (3.5). Thus, 
the term ṁLF represents the mass sink constant for the constructed 
pseudo model, and its numerical values were directly derived from 
physical parameters. Again, two values were selected, accounting for 
different salt hydration levels. A first value assuming α = 0, and a sec-
ond seeding parameter level for α = 0.9, as the assumption of a fully 
hydrated salt would result in null ṁLF. The selected seeding parameter 
values are reported in Table 2. The optimal designs were generated by 
combining the selected values to obtain a total of four designs for each of 
the configurations under investigation. 

Filtering and regularization techniques were adopted to ensure mesh 
independence and avoid the checkboard effects in the emerging designs. 
The linear filter presented in [40] was considered, with a filtering radius 
equal to hel•1.1 and a steepness projection parameter β = 5.0 [41]. The 
smoothing of the design variable was adjusted by the hyperbolic tangent 
projection operator, η = 0.5. The GCMMA was used as optimization 
routine to update the control variable [42], with a number of optimi-
zation iterations set at 200. Finally, the TO-based designs were recon-
structed considering a cut-off parameter s* = 0.5 [43]. 

3.4. Performance indicators 

The performance assessment step was conducted on the design 
candidates generated by the topology optimization routine utilizing the 
full model presented in Section 3.2.2. Nonetheless, a series of perfor-
mance indicators were defined to fairly compare the investigated ge-
ometries and to link geometrical features with the desired reactor 
performance [44]:  

- The discharged energy, Et* : 

Et* =

∫ t*

0 ṁaircp.air(Tout − Tin) dt
Vreactor

(3.20) 

The discharged energy is referred to the reactor volume and is 
calculated as the time integral of the thermal energy transferred to the 
HTF. The term ṁair represents the air mass flow rate, while the terms Tout 

and Tin refer to the air temperature at the outlet and inlet interfaces, 

Fig. 6. Convergence studies: (a) influence of the mesh maximum element size; (b) influence of the maximum time-step.  

Fig. 7. Unstructured triangular mesh adopted for a TO-based design in the 
instance of sieve reactor configuration. 

Fig. 8. Model validation against the data presented by Michel et al. [3].  

Table 2 
Values selected for the seeding parameters.  

Seeding parameter Units Level 1 Level 2 

ṁLF [mol/m3/s] 0.3 0.1 
KLF [m2] 1.0 • 10− 10 5.0 • 10− 12  
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respectively. Finally, the term t* represents the desired discharge time 
and was set equal to 200 h in the current investigation [3].  

- The discharged exergy, Exout,t* : 

Exout,t* =

∫ t*

0 ṁaircp.air

(
Tout − Tin − T0ln

(
Tout
Tin

))
dt

Vreactor
(3.21) 

The discharged exergy is defined as the time integral of the rate of 
exergy recovered by the HTF [45,46]. Higher discharged exergy values 
are desired to achieve a higher quality of discharged energy [47].  

- The average temperature lift, ΔTt* : 

ΔTt* =

∫ t*

0 Tout − Tin dt
t*

(3.22) 

The temperature lift is defined as the temperature difference be-
tween the outlet and inlet interface temperatures averaged over the 
desired discharge time.  

- The peak of power output, Ppeak: 

Ppeak = max (P) (3.23) 

The peak of power output is defined as the maximum thermal power 
output over the discharge history. The thermal power output, P, is 
defined as: 

P =
ṁaircp.air(Tout − Tin)

Vreactor
(3.24)  

4. Results 

4.1. Sieve reactor 

The topology-optimized candidates for the sieve reactor 

configuration obtained through the coupling of the pseudo model and 
the topology optimization algorithm are depicted in Fig. 9. Interestingly, 
for most of the generated designs, no flow channels directly connecting 
inlet and outlet interfaces are obtained, but rather tentacular configu-
rations emerged. In such a way, the optimal flow channel design allows 
for effective transport of the moist air to TCM regions in the reactor, with 
the moist air crossing such regions prior to exiting the reactor. This is a 
unique result compared to the existing literature on the optimal FC 
design in energy devices and derives from the relatively small mass 
transfer resistance characterizing the porous TCM regions. In fact, for 
design cases presenting stronger mass transfer resistance in the second 
distributed material, FC networks connecting inlet and outlet interfaces 
are typically obtained [21,48]. 

Thicker channels are obtained in case of increased TCM perme-
ability, i.e. larger KLF. This makes intuitive sense, as the larger perme-
ability values entail lower mass transfer resistance, with the moist air 
able to cross thicker TCM regions in case of a fixed pressure drop. Be-
sides, the flow channel thickness also increases in the case of larger re-
action rate. In fact, larger ṁLF values entail higher rates at which water 
vapour is consumed, ultimately precluding the vapour transport in thick 
TCM regions. As a result, relatively small TCM content is obtained in e.g. 
design-D, while a large TCM over reactor volume ratio is achieved in the 
instance of design-A. 

The packing factor values for each generated design candidate and 
the selected benchmark are reported in Table 3. Overall, lower packing 
factor values are achieved for lower reaction rates and higher 
permeability. 

4.1.1. Performance assessment 
In this section, the performance of the generated designs is compared 

with the selected literature benchmark. Firstly, the benefit led by the 
proposed design approach is evaluated by the comparison of the reactor 
energy density histories in Fig. 10 (a). Concerning the energy discharged 
at the desired discharge time, t*, all the proposed designs are predicted 
to outperform the selected benchmark. In particular, an increase in the 
amount of discharged energy up to +76.4 % is obtained by the use of 
Design-B, leading to a capacity of 45.2 kWh for the single reactor 
module. This design presents a packing factor of 0.4, in close agreement 
with the selected benchmark design. 

Design-B is also found as the most performing design for most of the 
simulated discharging time. However, if larger discharge times are 
considered, e.g. t = 300 h, Design-A is predicted as the most suitable 
design. This is due to the lower volume dedicated to the flow channels in 
the reactor (packing factor of 0.28), which ultimately increases the 
amount of storage material. That is, the optimal packing factor reduces 
with the desired discharge time. Nonetheless, this result indicates that 
the most performing design depends on the selected discharge time and 
that the variation of the seedings parameters can be used to obtain 
suitable designs depending on the selected discharge time. 

The discharged exergy histories are reported in Fig. 10 (b). Differ-
ently from the discharged energy performance metrics, design-B is 
predicted here as the most performing design. This is an interesting 
result, demonstrating that the optimal geometrical features depend on 
the targeted performance metric. Thinner and shorter channels are thus 
predicted as the most efficient solution to maximize the discharged 
exergy. Besides, a small discrepancy is predicted between the bench-
mark design and designs-C and design-D. This result is dictated by the 
low mass transfer resistance for the generated TO candidates and, thus, 
larger mass flow rate, which in turn entails a limited temperature lift, as 
shown in Fig. 10 (c). The larger temperature lift is predicted for design- 

Fig. 9. Topology optimization-based designs for the sieve reactor configura-
tion. The blue domain refers to the FC geometry, while the white domain refers 
to the TCM. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 3 
Packing factor for each generated design candidate and benchmark design [18].   

Design-A Design-B Design-C Design-D Benchmark 

PF 0.28 0.40 0.53 0.68 0.43  
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A, but only a mild enhancement is observed compared to the 
benchmark. 

Different trends are instead observed for the reactor power output 
histories, depicted in Fig. 10 (d). A fairly steady history is predicted in 
the instance of the benchmark design, as was also suggested by the more 
linear energy discharge trend of Fig. 10 (a). The topology-optimized 
candidates all present a pronounced peak of power output during the 
initial steps of the hydration process. Such behaviour derives from the 
large velocity field values characterizing all the generated designs 
compared to the benchmark, with up to a 10 times increase in the pre-
dicted outlet velocity. The largest peak of power output value pertains 
again to design-B, which provides a performance enhancement of 
+383.0 % compared to the literature benchmark. As a result, the pro-
posed optimization approach can also be adopted to generate high- 
power density reactors. That is also, the tentacular geometrical fea-
tures observed in Fig. 9 are always advised for such an aim. On the other 
hand, alternative design paths must be followed in design cases pursuing 
a high power output steadiness [49]. 

The performance metrics values at the selected desired discharge 
time, t*, are summarized in Table 4. As mentioned, the most suitable 

design depends on the targeted performance metric. However, the use of 
tentacular flow channels characterizing design-A and design-B is always 
recommended to enhance the mass transfer in the reactive bed, as higher 
performance metric values are always obtained compared to the selected 
benchmark. 

Fig. 11 shows the reaction advancement, temperature, airflow 
pressure and water vapour concentration contours at different time 
steps. The design-B and the benchmark design are compared. The TCM 
location in the benchmark design allows for good utilization of the first 
blocks of storage material, but a poor or null utilization is achieved for 
the blocks near the outlet interface due to the poor mass transfer in these 
regions. On the other hand, the generated FC geometry in design-B al-
lows for a fairly homogeneous reaction advancement distribution, 
particularly in the proximity of the tentacular geometry elongating from 
the inlet interface. Relatively poor material utilization is still achieved 
for the TCM regions at the top of the reactor, which are thus found to 
react in longer times, t > t*. Superior performance could likely be ach-
ieved by optimization approaches accounting for the complete physics 
interpretation and for time-dependent analysis. 

Overall, no sharp transitions are predicted for the temperature dis-
tributions. The temperature in the TCM regions is higher than in the 
corresponding flow channels, as the reduced mass transfer resistance 
provides a more efficient cooling effect in the latter. A sharp transition is 
present in the airflow pressure contours and is dictated by the poor 
porous medium permeability of the hydrated salt. Limited influence 
from reaction rate is predicted here, as the airflow pressure contours do 
not vary with time. Similarly to the reaction advancement, the water 
vapour concentration contours, Fig. 11 (d), are predicted in design-B to 
propagate from the inlet flow channel boundaries towards the discon-
nected flow channel segments. A milder progression for the water 

Fig. 10. Performance indicator histories comparison for the topology-optimized candidates in the sieve reactor configuration and benchmark design [18]: (a) 
Reactor energy density; (b) Exergy efficiency; (c) temperature lift; (c) Power output. 

Table 4 
performance metrics values calculated considering a desired discharge time of 
200 h.  

PI Design- 
A 

Design- 
B 

Design- 
C 

Design- 
D 

Benchmark 

Et* [kWh/m3]  164.9  180.8  167.8  124.4  102.5 
Exout,t* [kWh/m3]  8.6  7.6  2.8  1.6  1.0 
ΔTt* [K]  16.1  12.0  3.8  2.3  12.0 
Ppeak [W/m3]  1607.8  1992.5  1898.9  1736.2  412.5  
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vapour concentration distribution in the TCM regions is predicted for 
the benchmark design due to the poor mass flow rate crossing the porous 
medium. 

4.2. Cylindrical reactor 

The TO-design candidates generated in the instance of cylindrical 
reactors are shown in Fig. 12. The designs are depicted exploiting the 
axial symmetry with three-quarters of the obtained geometry shown to 

Fig. 11. Contour plots for design-B and benchmark design [18] at different time-steps: (a) reaction advancement, (b) temperature, (c) relative pressure and (d) water 
concentration. 
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present the optimized flow channel geometries. Similarly to sieve re-
actors, the optimized flow channels do not directly connect inlet and 
outlet interfaces but aim to distribute reactants in various TCM regions. 
Also, the same effect of the seeding parameter value on the generated 
designs is observed, with thicker and longer channels obtained for 
increasing mass transfer resistance and reaction rate. For some of the 
generated designs, e.g. design-2, flow channel segments disconnected 
from inlet and outlet interfaces emerged. These regions create prefer-
ential paths for the airflow directed to unreacted TCM before exiting the 
reactor, thus benefiting the reactants' transfer. These segments compli-
cate the fabrication of the proposed designs. However, while examples 
of topology optimization problems considering manufacturability con-
straints have already been reported in the literature, e.g. [50], the 
manufacturability of these channel segments is beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

The packing factor values for each generated design candidate and 
the selected benchmark are reported in Table 5. The TO designs all 
present a larger packing factor than the literature benchmark. This 
larger PF value derives from placing flow channels near the outer shell, 
and the ability of these flow channels to retrieve more thermal energy 
from the reactive bed is assessed in the next section. 

4.2.1. Performance assessment 
Fig. 13 shows the performance indicators for the generated design 

candidates and the benchmark design. Concerning the amount of energy 
discharged, only a slight variation is predicted among the four TO- 
design candidates. In the instance of the selected t*, design-2 is pre-
dicted as the nondominated solution, with an increase in the amount of 

discharged energy up to +757.8 % compared to the selected benchmark 
design. A thermal capacity of 14.6 kWh was predicted for the single 
cylindrical module adopting the optimized flow channels. Design-2 
presents a packing factor of 0.41, thus similar to the best-performing 
solution identified in the context of sieve reactors in Section 4.1.1. 
The nondominated design was generated by adopting the same seeding 
parameter values as for design-B. That is, large reaction rates and low 
mass transfer resistance values appear as the most indicated seeding 
parameters to generate high-performing TCS devices. 

Concerning the discharged exergy, Fig. 13 (b), large performance 
discrepancies are obtained for the TO-design candidates. The designs 
presenting larger packing factors, i.e. design-3 and design-4, are pre-
dicted to lead to a low amount of discharged exergy. This result is 
dictated by the poor temperature lift, as shown in Fig. 13 (c). In fact, 
thick and long flow channel geometries guarantee a large mass flow rate 
in the reactive bed and promote cooling. As a result, while fast hydration 
rates are achieved, a poor airflow temperature increase is obtained. 
Overall, these results highlight the importance of selecting a relatively 
low packing factor to achieve higher discharged exergy values. 

Interestingly, after an initial spike, the temperature lift from design-1 
is predicted to increase with the discharging time slightly. For example, 
the temperature lift increases by 0.38 ◦C from 100 h to 200 h. The 
geometrical features dictate this trend. The reaction front initially 
propagates from the diffuser channel connected to the inlet interface. 
When the reaction front intercepts different diffuser channel segments, 
the gas reactants are transferred to unreacted regions which are acti-
vated and thus begin to contribute to the airflow temperature increase. 
This trend was not observed in the design candidates for sieve reactors 
due to the smaller distance between channel segments. However, the 
results obtained in this work are insufficient to derive design guidelines 
on maximising the temperature lift steadiness in time, although they 
demonstrate that the flow channel design can alter the temperature lift 
history from a TCS reactor. 

Design-2 also results as a nondominated solution in maximising the 
peak of power output. This result derives from the large temperature 
output and the larger mass flow rate compared to design-1. Interest-
ingly, despite a poor temperature lift, design-4 is predicted to provide a 
large peak of thermal power output. This is due to the large packing 
factor adopted, which ultimately ensures a limited mass transfer resis-
tance in the TCS device and, thus, a large mass flow rate. 

The performance metrics values for the selected desired discharge 
time, t*, are summarized in Table 6. Similarly to sieve reactors, the most 
suitable design varies with the targeted performance metric. Neverthe-
less, non-heuristic flow channels with low packing factors are recom-
mended to enhance the mass transfer in the reactive bed. Overall, the 
predicted performance metrics values are lower than in sieve reactors. 
Considering the nondominated solutions from both investigated con-
figurations, using sieve reactors ensures a +21.8 % increase in the 
amount of discharged energy and +215.0 % in discharged exergy. 

Fig. 14 depicts the reaction advancement, temperature, airflow 
pressure and water vapour concentration contours at different time 
steps. Design-2 and the benchmark design are compared here. In the 
latter, poor material utilization is predicted due to the poor mass transfer 
achieved with the straight diffuser configuration. In fact, using a central 
pipe does not provide sufficient reactants distribution near the outer 
shell of the cylindrical reactor, ultimately preventing the discharge of a 
large fraction of the storage material. Concerning design-2, the reaction 
front propagates in time from the boundary of the flow channel con-
nected to the inlet interface. Besides, at time-step 200 h, the reaction 
front is predicted to propagate also from the disconnected flow channel 
segments. In fact, the presence of hydrated material between the inlet 
channel and these segments allows for gas reactants in the latter. As a 
result, regions of unreacted materials away from the inlet interface can 
be activated. 

Fig. 12. Topology optimization-based designs for the cylindrical reactor 
configuration. The blue domain refers to the FC geometry, while the white 
domain refers to the TCM. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 5 
Packing factor for each generated design candidate and benchmark design in the 
instance of cylindrical reactor configuration.   

Design-1 Design-2 Design-3 Design-4 Benchmark 

PF 0.27 0.41 0.57 0.69 0.04  
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5. Considerations on the design fabrication 

This section discusses possible manufacturing routes for the optimal 
designs presented in the study. The complex geometrical emerging from 
the adopted optimization approach might indeed complicate the fabri-
cation of the proposed reactors. Three-dimensional representations of 
two of the generated design candidates are depicted in Fig. 15. Con-
cerning the sieve configuration, the design was obtained through the 
extrusion of the optimized flow channel geometries, while the cylin-
drical design was obtained through the revolution of the flow channel 
geometry around the central tube axis. The flow channel boundaries are 
made of a perforated metallic structure, which allows for the transfer of 
the carrier fluid (moist air) and, at the same time, ensures structural 
support for the storage material. 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) can be used to fabricate the flow 
channel designs. AM has many advantages over conventional 
manufacturing routes and has been increasingly used in a vast number of 
applications [51]. The flexibility of additive manufacturing to fabricate 
complex geometries from polymer and ferrous materials [52] presents 

unique opportunities for innovative design concepts. Additive 
manufacturing is, thus, an enabling technology that allows designers to 
overcome the current manufacturing limitation that inhibits the adop-
tion of topology optimization as a design tool. In recent years, additive 
manufacturing of topologically optimized energy devices has been 
growing rapidly [51,53], as several successful examples have been re-
ported in the literature. For instance, Li et al. [54] manufactured and 
tested TO-based cooling channels to mitigate thermal hotspot effects in 
electronic components. Compared to a conventional parallel design, 
larger heat transfer capabilities were measured for the optimized de-
signs, with a maximum surface temperature reduction of − 11.7 %. 
Similarly, in the field of thermal management of batteries, Mo et al. [55] 
adopted AM to fabricate TO-based cooling channels made in AlSi10Mg 
material. In the context of thermal energy storage, Ge et al. [56] 
demonstrated the use of selective laser melting additive manufacturing 
as a manufacturing route for directly fabricating a TO-based design of a 
multi-tube shell-and-tube latent heat thermal energy storage device. 

However, AM is still an emerging technique, while conventional 
manufacturing methods such as machining and injection molding/ 
casting still dominate the manufacturing sector [57,58]. Consequently, a 
second possible manufacturing route is envisioned based on the use of 
TO-inspired designs. The emerging geometrical features can be post- 
processed and simplified into ‘conventional’ geometrical objects, such 
as straight channels. In this way, a trade-off between improved perfor-
mance and manufacturability can be achieved. An example of this so-
lution was provided in the work by Pizzolato et al. [40], where a binary 
skeleton was obtained through sequential thinning of the topology 
optimization results. Line segments were used to generate a straight 
skeleton with enhanced manufacturability compared to the original TO- 

Fig. 13. Performance indicator histories comparison of topology-optimized candidates in the cylindrical reactor configuration and benchmark design [11]: (a) 
Reactor energy density; (b) Exergy efficiency; (c) temperature lift; (c) Power output. 

Table 6 
Performance metrics values calculated considering a desired discharge time, t*, 
of 200 h.  

PI Design-1 Design-2 Design-3 Design-4 Benchmark 

Et* [kWh/m3]  138.1  148.4  107.9  106.7  17.3 
Exout,t* [kWh/m3]  3.8  4.0  0.7  0.9  1.2 
ΔTt* [K]  17.1  16.9  3.3  3.5  1 
Ppeak [W/m3]  1209.1  1363.5  995.7  1149.4  103.8  
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design, with the thickness selected to match specific packing factor re-
quirements. In the near future, we envision this second manufacturing 
route as the preferred one to limit the investment cost linked to the 
reactor design. Nonetheless, it is crucial to stress that the optimization 
approach proposed in this work is necessary to identify non-intuitive 

geometrical features which can greatly benefit performance and ulti-
mately generate manufacturable and high-performing reactors. 

Fig. 14. Contour plots for design-B and benchmark design [11] at different time-steps: (a) reaction advancement, (b) temperature, (c) relative pressure and (d) water 
concentration. 
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6. Considerations on limitations and future works in topological 
optimization for open TCS reactors 

This section analyzes the limitations of the proposed design approach 
and suggests potential future research areas. The reactor design pro-
posed in this work specifically targeted open TCS reactors operated for 
domestic heating applications. The performance assessment exhibited 
these designs to significantly outperform current literature solutions, 
thus demonstrating the benefits deriving from the use of topology 
optimization algorithm in the technological framework under analysis. 
Therefore, we believe the present study to constitute an initial platform 
upon which future TO research could be based. In this regard, this sec-
tion highlights potential areas for further research work:  

• Experimental validation: Primary efforts need to be placed on the 
validation of the optimization results reported in this work. Overall, 
the scientific community is still sceptical regarding the engineering 
outcomes of the topology optimization approach. To ultimately 
overcome this scepticism, experimental evidence is necessary to fully 
demonstrate the benefits led by non-heuristic design tools. In the 
experimental assessment of these devices, it is crucial to connect the 
analysis to conventional designs to quantify and discuss the 
advantages.  

• Application scenarios: this work considered specific conditions 
selected to replicate the integration of a TCS reactor in domestic 
heating applications. Nevertheless, given the increasing number of 
applications of TCS systems [59], future research could be devoted to 
exploring the optimal design of TCS reactors for applications 
different from the one considered in this work. Examples of these 
scenarios are short-term energy storage and high-temperature en-
ergy storage.  

• Methodological framework: Future research could focus on modifying 
and expanding the capabilities of pseudo model representing the 
targeted physical problem. Efforts need to be placed on implement-
ing time-dependent models to capture the dynamic behaviour of TCS 
devices. Nonetheless, it is relevant to stress that the methodological 
approach adopted in this work can be easily extended to other energy 
devices. The use of topology optimization for the performance 
enhancement of energy devices is often hampered by the challenges 
of coupling the full physical description with the topology optimi-
zation algorithm. By means of the multi-step TO approach, insights 
on the performance enhancement of energy devices can be derived 
from the optimization of simplified cases re-evaluated through more 
accurate numerical models. This design pathway can rely on topol-
ogy optimization problems which are established in the literature 
and already available from commercial software. That is, little efforts 
need to be made by research to couple the TO algorithm to the 
desired analysis model. In the instance of well-approximated prob-
lems, the non-intuitive TO-based designs can enhance the perfor-
mance of the existing devices and lead to technological 
advancements. This route is a rapid way to increase energy effi-
ciency, which is key to achieving the decarbonisation goals set for 
future energy scenarios.  

• Operating conditions and TCM selection: The proposed designs were 
generated and assessed under specific operating conditions and for 
specific desired discharge times. The design trends that emerged for 
these conditions have been extensively discussed in this work. 
Nonetheless, as highlighted in previous research studies [3,60], the 
behaviour of TCS systems depends on the considered boundary 
conditions, such as inlet temperature, inlet vapour pressure and 
pressure drop. Consequently, future work could be directed to 
elucidate how these choices influence the optimal design of a TCS 
reactor. Similarly, the effect of the TCM selection on the optimality of 
a design could be investigated. A link between optimal geometrical 
features and reaction kinetics could benefit the TCS community.  

• TCS reactor dimensions: specific reactor dimensions were selected in 
this work, with the rationale for these choices discussed in Section 2. 
Nonetheless, these dimensions can vary with the intended applica-
tion for the TCS reactor, and a comprehensive analysis of the effect of 
the reactor dimensions on the optimal geometrical features and 
packing factor is recommended. 

7. Conclusions 

This work addresses the need for mass transfer enhancement in open 
system TCS reactors. A multi-step topology optimization approach was 
proposed to generate and assess a series of non-heuristic flow channel 
designs. Such designs aimed to effectively distribute a gas reactant in the 
reactive sites. From the results presented in this work, the following 
main conclusions can be derived:  

• The proposed topology optimization approach constitutes an 
affordable and thorough design tool for the non-heuristic configu-
ration of open system TCS reactors. The performance of the gener-
ated designs is predicted to lead to an enhancement of up to +757.8 
% in the amount of discharged energy compared to state-of-the-art 
solutions;  

• The generated designs present tentacular flow channels which do not 
directly connect inlet and outlet interfaces. These flow channel 

Fig. 15. 3D representation of two of the generated designs: (a) design-B and (b) 
design-1. 
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geometries favour the transport of gas reactants in regions away from 
the inlet interface as well as the transport of the collected heat to-
wards the outlet interface.  

• The geometrical features for the most suitable design differ 
depending on the selected performance metrics. For example, 
thinner and shorter flow channels favour the maximization of the 
amount of exergy gained from the HTF compared to the amount of 
energy. Nevertheless, tentacular flow channel geometries are pre-
dicted to outperform benchmark designs regardless of the considered 
performance metric.  

• Concerning the nondominated solutions identified in this work, 
rectangular reactors outperform cylindrical reactors. An increased 
amount of discharged energy up to +21.8 % is predicted. Thus, sieve 
reactors employing non-heuristic flow channel geometries are iden-
tified as the most-performing geometrical configuration for open 
system TCS devices. 

Ultimately, the results and design framework presented in this work 
can largely impact the development of TCS devices and the evidence 
presented establishes new enhancement pathways in the context of open 
system TCS reactors. 
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